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Teen Vogue is  one of the many Cond Nas t publications  to see s taff changes . Image credit: Teen Vogue

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Cond Nast is making its latest move in reorganizing its business to better cater to the modern media industry by
cutting its chief digital officer.

Fred Santarpia, who has been the company's chief digital officer since 2012, will separate from Cond Nast on Nov. 2.
Cond has announced that it is  a part of its  effort to integrate its United States and international product with its
technology platforms.

Cond Nast changes
Instead of the chief digital officer role, a new team that combines the media group's product and technology
sources will arise in an effort to create a single Cond Nast platform for all of its  Web sites. Chief technology officer
Ed Cudahy will lead the team, in addition to director of strategic change Lee Wilkinson.

The two will work under chief executive Bob Sauerberg and president Wolgang Blau.

"We want to build on this success by formally mobilizing our product and technology organizations to work towards
a set of common goals for both Cond Nast and Cond Nast International," Mr. Sauerberg said in a statement. "By
deepening our collaboration through the joint platform development, product and technology support, global
supplier negotiations and the continued development of our fashion show products, we can unlock unlimited
opportunities to scale our expertise and drive significant growth."
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Grace Coddington is  moved to contributor at Cond Nas t. Image credit: Vogue/Smythsonr

The media group also recently worked to heighten its editorial beauty offerings with a new studio dedicated to
creating quality content.

A new space within the publisher's headquarters at One World Trade will be dedicated to the work of talented beauty
creators for editorial and advertising content. The Cond Nast Beauty Studio will provide streamlined access to reach
beauty fans faster on a variety of platforms, as technological advancements have editorial publishers now
competing with amateur beauty creators (see story).
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